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Friendship 2.0
The seismic shift in the world order, which the digital age
has brought about, is perhaps the greatest societal change
since the industrial revolution. Still, as with the industrial
revolution, parts of the global society does not enjoy full
access to the opportunities it brings.
As early as 1962, Canadian philosopher of Communications Theory, Marshall McLuhan claimed that we now live
in a “Global Village, and in 1995, the co-founder of the MIT
media lab, Nicholas Negroponte made the following prediction:
“Early in the next millennium, your right and left cuff links
or earrings may communicate with each other by low-orbiting satellites and have more computer power than your
present PC. Mass Media will be redefined by systems for
transmitting and receiving personalized information and
entertainment. Schools will change to become more like
museums and playgrounds for children to assemble ideas
and socialize with children from all over the world. The
digital planet will look and feel like the head of a pin”.
What Negroponte envisioned 20 years ago is in many ways
surprisingly accurate. Media is increasingly adapted to
personal wants and needs and the technology is with us
everywhere we go. There is, however, one vision, which in
a global context is but a mere mirage on the horizon, that
of the interconnected digital planet as small as the head of
a pin. Although the South has taken huge steps forward in
the last decade in terms of digital development, the lack of
basic infrastructure is still a major issue, as well access to
digital devices such as computers and mobile phones.
In this issue, we take a closer look at the challenges and
opportunities that the digital technology brings to global
partnerships and development. From Guatemala, we
learn about politics 2.0 and of the digital evolution of the
electoral process. The relationship between politicians
and citizens is shifting as people are taking advantage of
the power of the web in the fight against corruption and
political mediocrity. Our report from twin cities Tromsø
and Gaza describes how technology becomes the natural
option for contact between countries when borders are
closed and physical meetings become impossible. In
Uganda, ICT is used to involve students in investigating
real work, authentic challenges and structured activities
and learning outcomes. Another example from East Africa
and Norway describes digital youth networks and the
opportunities and challenges related to keeping contact
through social media.
Finally yet importantly, we conclude this issue on a completely different note. We take the time to look back over
the past 25 years, as we describe the journey of our organization from the start in 1990 up until today, the projects,
the people, the struggles and the victories. And most
importantly, the shared belief that -together– we can
make the world a better place.
Enjoy!
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WHAT:

OUTCOME:

FNS is a Norwegian NGO established in 1990. We work
with exchanges, friendship linking and development work
between equal partners in the North and the South.

The participants gain global knowledge and cross-cultural
skills which they share with their communities.

WHO:

• To empower people in communities in Norway and the 		
South to participate actively in community and global 		
sustainable development.
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In the context of global development
and cooperation, this article discusses
global access to digital technology and
to what extent information barriers
still exist between the global North and
South.

Mind the gap
– global digital divides today

The concern of the increasing knowledge gap within the
digital sphere emerged in the mid-1990s and focused
on the disparities between those who had access to the
Internet and those who did not. Described as the digital
divide, this gap initially conceptualized the limited access
to the technical infrastructure of the Internet, rather
than considering the social infrastructure.
Today, the question of access seems irrelevant to the
industrialized world, as the definition has moved towards
a variety of socio-demographic characteristics, and for
which purposes the Internet is used. However, the initial
definition is still very relevant in a global North/South
perspective, as access in developing countries is restricted for a large part of the population by reasons such as
lack of infrastructure, freedom of speech, cost, education,
illiteracy etc.
According to some scholars, there is a danger that the
underclass of “info-poor” will become even further marginalized in society, as basic ICT skills become essential
for economic success and personal advancement, entry
to good career and educational opportunities, access to
social networks, as well as opportunities for civic engagement. Other scholars on the other hand, take a more
optimistic approach, believing that the digital media will
encourage new voices to rise, as communication becomes affordable and accessible, with the potential to
spread quickly to a large number of people through information cascades. The nature of digital networks allows
the individual to reach a large audience through a «littleworld» effect, which includes a «long tail» of various
media platforms.
So where exactly does the problem lie? Is the major
obstacle the actual global divide between those who have
access and those who do not, should our concern rather
be with the way in which people chose to use the technology available to them, or is the root of the issue to be
found elsewhere?
The question of the digital divide in a social context is
primarily related to conditions within a society, where
issues of motivation rather than ability is used to explain
the different usages of the Internet. In a developing perspective, the question seems much more complex, as
ability and interest do not take into account a possible
lack of freedom of speech, as well as the basic level of
education within the society. Even when having access
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to a mobile phone, limited reading skills and a general
poor level of education, as well as government censorship may prevent a person from taking advantage of the
opportunities of the technology available.
According to British scholar Pippa Norris, early adopters of innovations usually belong to groups with higher
socio-economic status. Their level of education, literacy,
and social status provide access to the financial and
information resources required to adapt flexibly to innovative technologies. This again often reinforces economic
advantages, so that the rich get richer, and the poorer fall
farther behind. In a global perspective, Norris claims that
poorer societies, plagued by burdens of debt, disease,
and ignorance, keep lagging behind and may ultimately
fail to catch up in the digital race.
Another aspect concerning the global distribution of
wealth, emphasizes the fact that the algorithms and
aggregation effects of search engines function in a way
that they prioritize content based on where and by whom
it originates, thereby contributing to the “rich get richer”
effect, also called the Matthew effect, where elites persist.
A more optimistic approach would be to suggest that as
the access to technology becomes available to a larger
part of the population, ICT could actually contribute to
reducing illiteracy. Tablets and smartphones are in many
respects constructed to facilitate an intuitive approach,
and could in turn be a great tool for increasing literacy.
Children learn through experimenting and the technology itself could spark curiosity and interest for learning.
However, lack of motivation and qualifications among
teachers may prove to be yet another obstacle, as their
limited technical knowledge and, therefore, perceived
control, may lead to their losing face in front of their
students. In some developing societies, authorities may
attempt to restrict access used for learning purposes, for
fear of losing control of the information flow.
Scholars Enjolras et al. point to the fact that while
traditional media reduces the user to a passive recipient,
social media, through the phenomenon of media convergence, where the mass media has lost its monopoly,
has given everyone a voice. This voice can be important
for empowerment and through education and the use of
new technologies, digital media can be used strategically
to combat the democratic divide. Media convergence,
makes it possible for anyone to actively participate, commercially, politically and democratically into the digital flow. Some scholars point to the discussions on the
digital divide and the increasing relevance of new technologies for questions of social justice. This would suggest
that, given a proper education, it is an opportunity for the
youth in emerging democracies to take advantage of the
possibilities that the Internet provides to influence society
in an effort to counter the Matthew effect.
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In addition to lack of quality education in
parts of the global South, another main
obstacle is related to lack of access to the
actual infrastructure. A third hindrance in
the developing world is the cost of the use
of technology which, compared to the average income, is many times higher in most
developing countries than in industrialized
societies.
There are optimists who envisage that, as
technology becomes increasingly affordable, the Internet will play a relevant role in
transforming poverty in developing societies. Others are more sceptic and believe
that technology alone will make little difference one way or another. The pessimists,
on the other hand, emphasize that digital
technologies will further exacerbate the
existing North-South divide.
Media is increasingly adapted to personal wants and needs and the technology
is with us everywhere we go. Although
Africa has the lowest rate of internet
penetration in the world, the continent
has taken huge steps forward in the last
decade in terms of digital development.
The two biggest obstacles for a stable
development in Africa today are related
to universal education and to the building
of stable democratic states. On a positive
note, however, the number of mobile phone
users is growing at an explosive rate, and
according to the World Bank, the mobile
penetration rate the 15 years+ population
in Sub-Saharan Africa is already at 69%,
compared to 93% in Europe, and the developing countries will most likely close the
global digital gap within a decade.
Emerging out of cost-efficiency and practicality, mobile technology is developing at
a very rapid rate in Africa. Compared with

computers, mobile phones are affordable
and practical, as they do not need constant
access to electricity and are easy to carry
everywhere. African youth are eagerly
about to join the social media revolution,
as the technology becomes increasingly
available. Services like mobile banking,
M-Pesa, and the dual Sim-card mobile
phone, are African inventions born out
of necessity and are among innovations
that are now being exported to markets
with similar needs such as India, Iraq and
Afghanistan. In a continent where electricity is scarce, new inventions include
solar-power chargers. According to the
World Bank, the African mobile IT industry
could be worth $150 billion by the end of
2016.
According to Handjiski, at the World Bank,
a major reason why the expected behaviour in industrialized and developing
countries cannot be directly compared,
relates to the uneven distribution of wealth,
access to education and a stable political
system. While industrialized societies take
education, a good standard of living, political stability and job opportunities more or
less for granted, the developing societies
have everything to gain by standing up for
their ambition to create a better society.
Africa is now in the process of leapfrogging decades of digital development in
a matter of a few years. The question is
whether they will use their newly gained
voice to mobilize through digital channels in order to change and improve their
societies. Will they behave like the majority in industrialized societies, continuing
life as normal, or will they take the opportunity to mobilize, challenge authorities
and demand change?

“Could the young
generation be the
catalyst for bridging
the global digital
divide?”
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The political
conscience 2.0
In Guatemala, neither the origin nor the usefulness of
politics is comprehensible to the average person. For
years, an apolitical sense in its population and a categorical rejection of the public sphere has prevailed, since
public servants have tarnished their own image when
viewed as corrupt; people in formal suits that earn ten
times more than the regular Guatemalan citizen who
has to survive on the minimum wage. The officials of the
three branches of the State are clear examples of this.
Traditional media (TV, radio and the written press) have
always been biased, superficial, little or non-democratic.
Nevertheless, they achieve to cohere and standardize
the opinion of the population. Depth and quality of media
contents are therefore won over by immediacy and the
advertising conventions.
The pop-up offer of more independent digital media,
investigations that are more thorough and often offering
more progressive points of view have been a breath of
fresh air to much of the journalistic profession, as well as
the opinion of the citizenship. However, internet access
is available in only 8.4 % of the households in the country,
according to the latest National Survey of Life Conditions
(2014). It also indicates that extreme poverty rose from
15.3 % (2006) to 23.4 % (2014) of the population, and that
general poverty increased from 51.2 % to 59.3 %. The crisis
in the health and education systems also influences the
formation of opinion.

Not everyone has the economic capacity to access a
computer with a stable internet connection, but the
corrupt politicians did not take into account the fact
that a broad part of the population are still using social
and media networks through mobile devices. There are
mobile phones available which users can actually use to
check, comment and even share a tweet or a post, disregarding the fact that they have no data plan for internet
browsing or own a mobile phone.
In April 2015 in urban areas, an avalanche never seen
before was unleashed in social media networks. For a
moment, people abandoned their apathy and became
interested and outraged when the International Commission against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG for its initials
in Spanish) and the Attorney General’s Office brought
to light the case of ”La Línea”. “La Línea” is a criminal
structure that for years has been defrauding millions
of quetzales from the treasury, from customs and tax
administration offices, and which involved the former
heads of government, Otto Pérez Molina and Roxana
Baldetti.
Eight people prompted the call to demonstrate in the
streets on April 25th, using the hashtag #RenunciaYa.
As the media later on said: ”The result of the innocent
creation of an event on Facebook was that around 15
thousand people gathered in the Plaza de la Constitución,
the historic political heart of the country chanting ’quit’,

honking car horns, whistling and waving banners”1.
Images of that first and massive demonstration which
circulated in the networks gave hope. Something had
changed. The population that had initially remained
silent, from 36 years of internal armed conflict and a
post-conflict that lasted for almost another 20 years,
now had a voice that pronounced and expressed themselves without fear using the digital route. Women and
men, students, the elderly, children, entire families met
that Saturday. Politics once again became an everyday
subject. A digital call without partisan influenced by
and coming from the people achieved unity with a clear
objective: Condemn the shameless act of the presidential
couple and demand their resignation.
After that date, the comments on politics increased significantly across all channels, the best sources of consultation remained the social networks. Urban artists presented their interpretation of the moment and shared
them on the internet. The Saturday protests continued
and quickly the second mass demonstration #20M (May
20th) occurred, when indigenous organizations and communities, with more than 500 years of resistance, joined
a Wednesday in the urban protests of #RenunciaYa.
Three months later the national strike #27A (27 August)
broke out, when the indignation of the Guatemalans grew
after the presidential announcement in which Pérez
Molina stated not to leave the Presidency2. Guatemalan
Immigrants in other countries supported the strike and
said that another Guatemala was possible. With the slogans and hashtags #YoNoTengoPresidente and #JusticiaYa, the Plaza de la Constitución received between 100
thousand and 120 thousand people. Schools, universities,
peasant organizations, shops, restaurants, businesses
all gathered towards the main plaza. The country, usually
divided between races, ideologies and social classes
became one, and this was historic. A week later (September 2nd), Otto Perez Molina resigned, following Baldetti who had already done so on May 8th.
The country was celebrating. Completely peaceful demonstrations had achieved enough pressure for the president and vice-president to resign. However, the structural problems have not yet been addressed. Being in the
plaza helped people overcome the fear of speaking, but
the formation of the political base by citizens from below
has yet to come. Instead, the population went to the
election polls, hence, validating the corrupt voting
system and its results, not listening to the petition of
a small progressive sector that advocated to suspend
elections until the reformation of the Electoral Law and
the political party system hereby aiming for more suitable candidates to occupy public offices.
Elections were probably the easiest way out in order to
calm an indignant population. As a result, the comedian
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The political conscience 2.0

By Diana Vasquez Reyna

Jimmy Morales won the elections obviously propelled by
military influences and the extreme right. The vote itself
was inclined towards the ”least bad candidates”, without
analysis interconnections between political and economic
forces that want to maintain the present order and their
own benefits. Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s famous
quote in The Leopard has its Guatemalan version:
”Guatemala changed, but everything remains the same”.
The political conscience had been awoken but it was not
enough. To politicize citizens is a slow process, which
depends on many factors. Access to information is of
paramount importance, but it also requires inclusive and
participatory training on politics, especially, to overcome
the apathy that again overcomes the population. The traditional media has a responsibility in this; additionally it
becomes evident that it will be far less democratic than
before. The digital media that are consolidating such as
Plaza Pública, Nómada, El Salmón, Prensa Comunitaria,
Centro de Medios Independientes do an important job of
raising awareness, but as the majority of the population
lacks access to a stable computer connection, only a few
have access to its contents.
Auditing through social networks continues, closely
following all moves taken by politicians. Many are alert
to what is coming in 2016 and say that if Jimmy Morales’
government period goes wrong, we will be back on the
streets. ”We got him there, we can get him out”, they
claim. The hashtag #EstoApenasEmpieza has already
held its first encounter on January 16th between the
citizen and La Plaza.
1
2

El clamor de una manifestación: #RenunciaYa (Spanish)
Crece convocatoria para el paro nacional y caminatas contra
Pérez Molina (Spanish)
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In some countries, politics 2.0 is already a reality. This
means that the virtual environment is developing in
internet media with types of communication of double
track such as forums, blogs and social networks, all
tools that underpin the participation and interaction between citizens and politicians. With this policy, voters are
linked, participate and are heard. The Spanish academic
Cesar Calderon Avellaneda defines it as ”the application
of values deeply democratic to the relationship between
politicians and citizens taking advantage of the capabilities that the network puts in our hands”.
There are several reasons for saying that the political
environment and the Guatemalan elections have evolved concerning the use of technological and digital tools,
but this year, in 2015, neither the Government nor the
Guatemalan politicians were prepared to use them in
their favour.
THE IMAGE OF POLITICIANS IN THE NETWORK
In Guatemala, election campaigns cost millions but
remain mediocre. The candidates are presented with
an easy slogan and a song (sometimes even a chant) to
identify them. They pursue the votes of the impoverished
population, which comes with patronage, and saturate

media and streets with empty propaganda.
According to Sergio Morataya, Director of the School
of Communications and Science of the San Carlos University of Guatemala, ”local politicians have been using
the electronic media such as digital billboards”, which
shows their ignorance about its utility and scope. One of
the contrasts that were reflected in the Guatemalan 2.0
policy was the fact that the majority of candidates opted
for not being open for dialogue.
The candidate Manuel Baldizón, of the Libertad Democrática Renovada (Lider) Party, exceeded Q60 million for
campaigning, almost Q10 million above the legal limit.
He used all the means at his disposal, though, his own
slogan ”it is up to the people. It’s your turn Guatemala”
was reverted with the hashtag #NoTeToca (It’s not your
turn) and ultimately used against him in social networks
and later in the demonstrations that started in April. Its
image was eroded by its early propaganda and several
scandals. Countless memes appeared; criticism and
mockery had their origins in the content that he shared
on the web or the news that were published about him
and his party. The vice-presidential candidate of Lider,
Edgar Barquín, became involved in a case of money
laundering.

By Diana Vásquez Reyna

Internet users reported threats from members of Baldizón’s political party, who intimidated with firearms not
tolerating criticism. These facts were published with
pictures and videos on Facebook. Baldizón received a
widespread rejection and everything got viral in social
networks.
Other candidates as Zury Rios, of the VIVA party, Juan
Gutiérrez (PAN), and Roberto Gonzalez (CREO), launched
into the political battlefield with campaigns considered
violent. The first used a scalpel, the second a butcher’s
ax, and the third rats and a glass full of mud that overflooded. The images they projected were negative and
therefore targets of mockery on the internet. Candidates
from the left or small parties drove their campaigns very
discreetly in the networks. They didn’t take risks nor
would they place themselves in sight of the voters.
The candidates committed a huge mistake by not hiring
communication and social media professionals to advise
and manage their web sites and their social networks,
especially Facebook and Twitter, to transmit their ideas
or their government plans. They had no strategy nor
objectives defined. They decried criticisms, deleted
comments and even created fake profiles to grow their
own digital communities and discredit their opponents.
”The political parties have anonymous operation centers
that handle the social networks and create non-existent
accounts to wash their image and damage the others,”
said Luis Leal, from the Institute of National Problems of
the San Carlos University. Sandra Torres, of the UNE party
was the only one that every day took time off to interact
with her followers.

The electoral process in Guatemala
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Contrasts in the digital
evolution of the electoral
process in Guatemala

functioned. Its communication system was not efficient
in responding to these contingencies. After the closure
of the ballot, the counting of votes submitted an unusual
delay. After 48 hours, the TSE magistrates argued for
“the need to obtain greater clarity of the results”.
In a press conference, 16 polls were reported to be burnt
in some municipalities. ”If they had not burnt these
ballots, we would already have had the final results,” the
President of the TSE, Rudy Pineda said. The Court stated
that there was no malicious delay and demanded not to
proclaim election fraud, since ”this damages institutionalism and democracy”. The final results took more than
a week to be formalized.
It is said that there are two Guatemalas, separated by
inequality. On the one hand, we have the technology and
the attempts to believe in the elections, but we still have
a system of political parties without clear ideologies and
without an interest for a real democracy. On the other
hand, we have an electoral system that has been modernized in the virtual space but we still have the barbarism
of burning ballots because we don’t know how to resolve
conflicts.

THE DIGITAL EVOLUTION OF THE TSE
On the other hand, this year the Electoral Supreme
Court (TSE for its initials in Spanish) enabled the site
elecciones2015.tse.org.gt that contains information
regarding the electoral process, the parties and their
candidates, links to their Twitter accounts, Facebook,
YouTube as well as downloadable material and multimedia. With the support of the United States Agency
for International Development, the TSE implemented a
mobile application for use on Android, iOS and Blackberry
systems. It helped to locate the polling centers, consult
names of all the candidates and parties involved, see
news about the elections and denounce electoral conflicts. It also sent direct messages to cell phones inviting
citizens to vote.
In spite of these tools, the propagation of the use of the
application had no echo in the citizenship and was only
used on election day at the polling centers. One day
before the casting of the votes, the portal ceased to
function during several hours, the message system and
the call center to guide voters was jammed and no longer
11

A digital
breathing
space
Say “Gaza”, and most people will put
up an either worried, frightened or
wondering face. They think of victims
of war (worried face), they think of
Hamas (frightened face) or they are
trying to figure out whether Gaza is in
the Middle East, South America or
Africa (wondering face). Very few will
smile and feel warm at heart. Unless
you are so lucky to have the best of friends and colleagues in this particular
area in Palestine, as we do in Tromsø.
THE TWIN CITIES TROMSØ AND GAZA
Tromsø and Gaza have been official twin cities since 2001,
but the relationships between the people can be tracked
several decades back in history. A continuous exchange
of health workers, with Dr Mads Gilbert perhaps as the
most famous one, has led to people from Gaza and Tromsø
visiting each other on multiple occasions throughout
the years. However, at the creative youth house Tvibit
in Tromsø we were missing the Gaza youth. Of the
approximately 1,8 million people live in Gaza more than
50 percent is under the age of 18. Why not work together?
Consequently, in 2008 we started up the Tromsø-Gaza
Twin City project. The mandate for the project is as
follows: Through cultural cooperation we wish to create
preconditions for young people in Gaza and Tromsø to
express and share their stories through cultural activities such as film, theatre and stage art on a high artistic
level to an international audience. But even though the

mandate might seem simple, the context for the project
is anything but simple.
Movement restrictions imposed by Israel since the early
1990’s and intensified by the siege in June 2007, have
caused severe movement restrictions in one of the most
densely populated areas in the world. As a result Gaza is
often referred to as “the world’s largest open air prison”.
The siege has reduced Gaza’s GDP by 50% and nearly
80% of Gaza’s population receives some form of international aid, the bulk of which is food assistance. The
unemployment rate in Gaza during 2014 stood at 43% on
average: the highest in the world. Youth unemployment
exceeded 60 percent. Ever since an Israeli airstrike in
2006 there has been an ongoing electricity crisis in the
Gaza Strip causing rolling blackouts of 12-16 hours per
day. Most people will also remember the brutal bombings of Gaza in 2008/2009, 2012 and then again for 51
days in the summer 2014.
To even dream about creating a youth cultural exchange
project under these circumstances sounds like madness.
Still, for the small city of Tromsø, so high up North in
Norway that tourists are surprised that they do not meet
any polar bears, a youth cultural exchange project with
Gaza felt as natural as snow.
CREATIVE ESCAPE
The project has quickly expanded from the youth house
Tvibit to involve several partners in Tromsø and Gaza.
The recipe is to locate partners both places with similar
interests and let them define their own activities, with the
project as the mere facilitator.
Initially we did not plan to rely entirely on digital technology to build our project together; we wanted to meet
in order to learn about each other’s work and context.

However, we found ourselves in a situation where we
could not enter, and our partners in Gaza could not exit.
Skype, video conferences and social media such as Facebook became the answer. Through these channels we
hold meetings, workshops and seminars. We exchange
ideas, films, photos, texts and presentations. As a result
we have made the basis for joint youth activities such
as theatre performances, photo exhibitions, text writing
courses, parkour training, film workshops and screenings, just to mention a few. Through this, we aim to
create what can be understood as a creative escape for
the youth, in where their voices can be heard through the
films they make, the texts they write and the theatre they
play. So even though they cannot travel themselves, their
voices can travel with their stories.
To upload and share videos of activities has become
one efficient way of learning from each other’s methods, for instance when practising parkour together
or rehearsing for a joint theatre performance. By video
conference we can meet, plan and evaluate. Through
social media we can join each other’s everyday life.
Most people only know Gaza from the news. To learn
about their rich cultural life and experience that the youth
there are quite similar to themselves despite the differences in contexts and opportunities, is a valuable effect
in all that we do. In the end it is quite amazing how close
one can feel to the faces that you only know through the
screen.

”Social media can be
efficient when it comes
to deconstructing the
images and prejudices
of “the other”.”
THE VALUE OF ACTUAL MEETINGS
Nevertheless, to develop equal and sustainable cooperation and friendships through a screen is not easy. An
extensive amount of time and patience is required for
youth leaders and the youth themselves both in Tromsø
and Gaza. All issues of bad internet connection, regular
blackouts and various technical hiccups on both sides
affecting sound and picture is ordinary.
We try continuously to facilitate for the youth leaders and
youth to come to Tromsø, and for us to travel to Gaza.
Though we have travelled several times to the West
Bank in Palestine, only twice during the last 8 years of
the project have we managed to enter Gaza. The border
is controlled by the Israeli Defence Forces, and very few
are permitted the special coordination needed to travel
through here.

A digital breathing space
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Moreover, we have sent a large number of invitations to
our partners in Gaza, both for youth and youth leaders,
to visit Tromsø. Despite the fact that they have the visas
in their passports, the invitation in their pockets and the
booked air ticket in their hands, too often we receive the
same disappointing message: the borders are closed
and they are not allowed to exit. Every time this happens
we ask ourselves the same question: are we making the
youth in Gaza feel even more isolated by letting them get a
glimpse of the world and the hope to travel, only to break
it the next moment? But our partners in Gaza insist that
we need to keep trying. “Just to see the visa in my passport gives me hope that one day things will change”, one
of them said. So we keep trying, because giving up is not
an option.
And sometimes we succeed. In the period 2012-2014 we
were able to occasionally invite people through the Egyptian border crossing. The young female film makers we
were working with could finally come to Tromsø to participate in film workshops, festival and screenings. The
youth leader of the talented text writers in Gaza could
meet with colleagues in Tromsø to plan for the next joint
cooperation, and the young film maker with 13,5 hours
of film material from the bombings of Gaza in 2014 could
finally come here to start making a film out of what he
had witnessed.
These visits emphasise the importance of actual physical
meetings. No matter how advanced the technology, it can
never replace the hand shake, the eye-to-eye conversation, coffee breaks, dinners and the experiences shared
together.
GAZA TO US
Though the political situation is a vital part of the context,
this is not Gaza to us. To us Gaza is a bunch of teenagers
laughing and singing, screaming enthusiastically when
they suddenly see the snow falling outside the windows
behind the youth they are talking to in Tromsø. Gaza is
short films made by talented film makers who live there,
telling us the story about the girl who works as a fisher(wo)man in Gaza, or the history of sports. Further, Gaza
is the pictures we get of the beautiful beach, the delicious
food, the busy streets and the courageous people, it is
the stories written by the talented youth telling fairy
tales, love stories and stories about life under occupation.
One guy said to us: “Too often they tell us that youth is the
future. This is not true. The youth is now!” This is also
what we believe in: The youth is now, and now is the time
to listen to what they tell us.

If you wish to know more about the Tromsø-Gaza Twin City project please
contact project manager Gro Herefoss Davidsen by email: gro@tvibit.net
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The case for ICT Supported Project Based Learning:

Project Based Learning (PBL) is a learning method which
involves engaging students in investigating real work,
authentic challenges for a specified period of time, with
structured activities and learning outcomes. The challenges may be chosen from curriculum areas or from
the communities students find themselves in. Most projects are inter-disciplinary, complex and combine many
subject areas. ICTs are becoming increasingly important tools in Project based learning and have enabled
students from different parts of the world to engage in
the same project over the internet in what is now termed
as telecollaborative project based learning. In Uganda
the ICT supported PBL has been carried out through
the Adobe Youth Voices Project, ACIA Awards and NGY
(Net-Generation of Youth) videoconference series. While
undertaking the projects, students work in teams where
they share work plans and tasks. They therefore develop
skills of collaboration, team work and taking responsibility for their learning. These are skills that are extremely
important in life but which traditional teaching cannot
easily teach or develop.
I am a teacher of Geography and ICT at Mengo Senior
School, Kampala. I use ICT in my teaching and to support
Telecollaborative learning projects between students of
my school and those in other countries such as the USA
(in the Net-Generation of Youth Project), Argentina (collaborating in teaching with students learning English)
and occasionally with Norway (Rjukan). At the national
level, I retool teachers in Uganda to teach ICT, and sensitize Head teachers to appreciate the need for ICT and to
increase their capacity to effectively manage and sustain
ICT and ICT innovations in their schools. We have so far
retooled over 1500 teachers and sensitized over 600 head
teachers since in 2009.
One key interesting thing that my team and I were engaged in related to Technology, Education and Development
was the aforementioned flagship Educator ICT Retooling
Project done in partnership with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, Uganda Communication
Commission and Secondary Schools. The program
focused mainly on teachers and Head teachers in select
secondary schools and tertiary institutions. This is a
home-grown program that is designed by experienced
educators and is funded locally.
So far, we have noticed that communication and consultation among teachers has increased considerably.
This sharing of knowledge is likely to break isolation,
build a critical support team and improve teaching. (See
http://www.facebook.com/ictretooling). Teachers have
also started regional networking initiatives to connect
teachers such as ICT Support Services (ICTSS), based in
Western Uganda. Teachers without formal qualifications

Project Based Learning
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Experiences from two
Uganda Secondary
Schools

By Ayub Kalema Golooba

in ICT have also managed to transition into teachers of
the subject. They are filling a big gap in staffing. Teaching
ICT is professionally more secure and represents professional growth. We also believe that these intermediate
project results are likely to contribute to better student
learning, better grades and improvement in skills among
youths. Further, these projects have enabled students to
learn how to use ICT purposefully in the achievement of
specific objectives and therefore, a number of students
have proceeded to pursue careers in technology after
taking part in the Project Based Learning with ICT initiative.
However, from our experience, we have learnt that there
is a need for more support to teachers in their exploration
of mechanisms to effectively integrate ICT in teaching
and learning. This includes an acute assessment of when
to use and when not to use ICT. ICT needs to be integrated
for the primary purpose of improving learning; and not
for the sake of ICT. Technology cannot substitute for good
teaching. Indeed poor use of ICT can make poor teaching
even worse.
So, why are teachers engaging their students in such
endeavors? Teachers from two Ugandan schools that are
involved in this project had this to say. Mr. Chole Richard is
a teacher at PMM girls’ school in Jinja and a coordinator
of the Adobe Youth Voices Project. According to him,
the Project engages youths in the development of youth
media and in the process of acquiring skills necessary
for excelling in the world today. To him, the project has
given students confidence, ability to work with modern
ICT tools and a desire to learn and explore. Because projects involve many subject areas, students learn to apply
concepts studied in class to address real world problems.
Chole’s students for example are raising awareness about HIV/AIDS through their educative videos.
Mr. Ddungu Ronald, the Deputy Headteacher of Gayaza
High School has involved his students in an ICT project
under the Tech-Innovation Challenge. His students are
asked to identify a challenge in the community and device
a technological solution to the challenge. The students
identified a challenge of inadequate information for farmers and proceeded to develop a mobile phone App (called Farmcorp) to address it. According to him, students
not only learnt technological skills but were also brought
nearer to the community they live in through the project.
Furthermore, students were inspired by mentors attached to the project to pursue career paths in ICT.
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Building global digital
youth networks
By Heidi Thon,
Managing Director, Friendship North/South

Youth around the world have embraced the use of social
media to interact in each other’s lives in a global way,
which only a few years ago was quite unthinkable. Global digital networks have made the world increasingly
connected and many will agree with Canadian philosopher of Communications Theory, Marshall McLuhan
(1962) that we now live in a “Global Village”. Teenagers
today grow up as part of this rapidly changing digital
environment, building international friendships without
the restrictions of the traditional postal services.
Friendship North/South administers a large number of
high school partnerships in Norway and in the global
South. Every year, between 6 and 10 students from each
Norwegian school travel to their exchange schools in the
South and later in the school year or the following year,

an equal number of students from the South visit their
Norwegian schools. It is not possible for a whole class to
travel, but those who do not travel will still be involved in
the exchange programme during the preparation phase,
when the students from the exchange school visit and
through participation in the after-work.
In order to test the degree to which the perceived digital
gap between the industrialized global North and the developing South does exist, a survey was administered to
high school students in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania and
students at partner high schools in Norway. Friendship
North/South collected and compared 629 valid responses from high school students in 33 different schools
with existing school exchange partnerships in Norway
and in East Africa, illustrating their motivation and use

of information and communications technology (ICT)
to stay connected. The Norwegian students answered
online, while the African students answered on paper.
The findings from our analysis indicate that the global
digital divide still is a major reason why communication
between youth in Norway and in Africa is restricted today. Several obstacles to bridging the digital divide were
identified, and the findings from the survey suggest that
both technological and motivational factors are relevant
when establishing and maintaining digital networks
between students in the global North and South.
DATA COLLECTION
The data collection took place in schools in Norway,
Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania from December 2014 to
February 2015 by means of identical questionnaires.
In order to avoid language problems in interpreting
the questions, the questionnaire was produced in three
languages: Norwegian, Swahili and English. Through a
questionnaire containing 14 questions, concluded by an
open optional comment field, students were asked to
answer questions on the following main topics:
• Country of residence and whether or not the student
had personally travelled on a school exchange
between Norway and East Africa?
• Which digital channels are most frequently used by 		

youth in Norway and in East Africa?
• How often is social media used among youth in
Norway and in East Africa?
• How accessible is digital media in Norway and in East
Africa?
• For which topics are digital media used among youth
in Norway and East Africa?
• Which perceived barriers prevent regular contact 		
between students in Norway and in East Africa?
• How often do students with friendship linking stay in
touch with each other?
• What are the motivations or reasons for staying or 		
not staying in touch?
The questionnaire was developed with the aim to reveal
to which extent high schools in Norway and East Africa,
which currently have existing exchange programmes,
make use of digital and social media to stay in touch
between and after the actual exchanges.
Of particular interest was to determine whether
students who travelled on an exchange showed a stronger interest in continuing the relationships online than
those who did not travel. If there was no contact, we
wanted to explore the reasons why and to uncover whether different reasons for not staying in touch were given
in the different countries.
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A limiting factor of the questionnaire worth mentioning
was that we did not ask students who did not travel whether
or not they had made personal face-to-face contact with
the students visiting their school. It would have improved the quality of the findings if it could be determined
which of the students, despite not having personally
travelled, had created ties through physical contact
rather than just establishing contact via Facebook or
other digital media.
ACCESS
Tables 1 and 2 relate to frequency of access and where
the Internet is accessed from. It shows that mobiles
and tablets are frequently used in all countries. In
Africa, Internet cafés are popular places to access the
Internet while, in Norway, school is the second most
important point of access. School access is however
insignificant in Tanzania, very limited in Kenya and relatively restricted in Uganda. 26% of Tanzanian youth have
no access to the Internet at all, while the numbers in
Kenya and Uganda are both 11%.
The findings in table 3 and 4, regarding use of social
media, shows that 30% of Tanzanians never use social
media. The corresponding number for Norwegian
students is 1,4%. In Uganda and Kenya, the number of
students who do not use social media is 11% and 8%.
The combined findings from tables 1 through 4 would
suggest that part of the challenge of keeping in touch

is related to limited or no access to the Internet. Also
between Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda the divide is substantial, with Tanzania still lagging behind. This divide
is evident with only 15 out of 211 Norwegian students
stating that limited or restricted access is one of the
reasons for not staying in touch. The limitations stated
by Norwegian students may well refer to restrictions in
their partner school, although this cannot be verified.
Of the 278 African students, 133 gave the same reason.
Another point that the survey revealed, is that limited/
restricted access is also a result of school policy regarding use of mobile telephones in school. A large number
of African students attend boarding school, which means
that they are restricted from using social media for longer
periods of time while on school premises.
In terms of cost, there seems to be an even larger divide
between Norwegian and African students with only 4 out
of 211 Norwegian students worrying about the expense
of internet use. Among African students, the number is
significant with 147 out of 278 claiming that cost is an
essential factor for not staying in touch.
When it comes to limited free time, 40 out of 211
Norwegians and 175 of 278 Africans have limited free
time, something which indicates that African students
have somewhat less free time than Norwegian students.
A small but positive surprise is the fact that language
barriers do not seem to be a major concern in any of the
four countries.

TABLE 1: How do you access the internet (you can choose more than one answer)?
Country of residence: Crosstabulation
How do you access
the internet
(multiple choice)?

Country of residence
Norway

Tanzania

Uganda

Kenya

Total

At home

208

32

91

108

439

At school

204

1

57

21

283

Internet cafe

46

19

61

42

168

Mobile/tablet

197

43

113

106

459

0

27

18

13

58

No access

TABLE 2: Country of residence: How often do you have access to the internet? Crosstabulation
How often do you have access to the internet?
Country
Never
Monthly
Weekly
Several
Once a day
Several
of residence
				 times		times
				
per week		
per day

Total

Norway

1

1

1

0

1

207

211

Tanzania

25

5

8

32

4

21

95

Uganda

20

18

25

49

23

36

171

Kenya

17

44

16

41

7

27

152

Total

63

68

50

122

35

291

629

TABLE 3: If you are not staying in touch with friends from your exchange school, what is the reason
(you can choose more than one answer)? Country of residence: Crosstabulation
Country of residence

If you are not staying in touch with friends from
your exchange school, what is the reason (you can
		
choose more than one answer)?

Norway

Tanzania

Uganda

Kenya

Total

Limited/restricted access to internet		

15

24

49

60

148

Internet access is too expensive		

4

17

57

73

151

Limited free time		

40

35

83

57

215

Language barrier		

9

4

14

19

46

Not interested in staying in touch		

56

2

17

9

84

TABLE 4: Country of residence: How often do you use digital/ social media? Crosstabulation
How often do you use digital/ social media?
Country
Never
Monthly
Weekly
Several
Once a day
Several
of residence
				 times		times
				
per week		
per day

Total

Norway

3

3

1

6

9

189

211

Tanzania

29

6

9

28

4

19

95

Uganda

19

16

24

42

28

42

171

Kenya

12

32

19

38

12

39

152

Total

63

57

53

114

53

289

629
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FACEBOOK GROUPS AND PERCEIVED USEFULNESS OF
SOCIAL MEDIA
Further, students were asked whether they have established a Facebook group, and this was tested against
country of residence and whether or not the student had
personally travelled. A very large number of students
in all countries do not know whether a Facebook group
exists and, as might be expected, the majority of these
students have not travelled.
The perceived usefulness of social media for staying in
touch also differs according to a similar pattern and is
higher among students who have travelled than for those who have not. 98% of travellers and 86% of those who
have not travelled find social media to be a useful tool for
staying in touch. The findings indicate that students who
have travelled are more positive when assessing the usefulness of social media for staying in touch with students
from their exchange school than those who have not
travelled. The percentage of positive responses among
those who have not travelled is, however, surprisingly
high.
More than half of the Norwegian students who provided
open comments stated that they had made limited or no
contact with students from their exchange school. Some
students commented that limited access or no access to
computers or the Internet in their exchange school made
digital contact difficult or impossible. In Uganda, limited
or no access to the Internet or restricted use of mobile
telephones in school was voiced as concerns, as well as
the cost of internet access. In addition, many young Ugandans are concerned about pornography and improper
use of the Internet. Tanzanians voiced similar concerns,
where limited or no access to computers or the Internet
being by far the most commented on and in addition, they
commented on the need for computer training in school.
In Kenya, students are concerned with the restricted use
of mobile phones and social media in school. They also

see the need for better access to and more computer
training in school. The comments are very interesting in
as much as they give a nuanced picture of the underlying
reasons for limitations in contact between the exchange
schools. The open comments also touch upon the need
for education in use of the technology.
MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS
During our research we aimed to find out more about
the motivation for establishing and maintaining digital
networks across geographical and cultural borders;
what makes some more likely to stay in touch with and
strengthen relatively weak ties than others?
We hoped to find support for the assumption that having
personally travelled is a strong motivational factor for
staying in touch. The personal experience of a foreign culture and country, combined with face-to-face
communication, so-called rich communication with fellow students in the exchange country, is likely to grow
the otherwise weak ties between students in exchange
schools who literally live worlds apart.
It is important to note that the number of students who
made personal contact is significantly higher than the
number of students who actually travelled, as the persons travelling will meet with several fellow students
while visiting their exchange school. Each exchange trip
normally lasts for two weeks, and the students stay with
a host family from their friendship school during their
stay, giving both travelling and receiving students ample
time to establish bonds.
The number of students having personally participated
in an exchange vary from country to country. 33% of the
Norwegian respondents have travelled, while in Tanzania
15,1%, in Uganda 27,2% and in Kenya 24,2% of students
have travelled on an exchange.
According to scholars Enjolras et al. (2013), Facebook is
an important tool for maintaining ties, especially weak

ones, but it is not essential for establishing new ones.
They claim that young people in particular seldom establish new ties through Facebook, and to a lesser extent
than older generations. They also conclude that Facebook is very important for maintaining contact with friends and family who live in a different place.
Our research showed that 83% of students who travelled stay in touch, while only 50% of those who have not
travelled keep contact. This initial finding supports the
significance of personal contact when maintaining ties.
The questions in our survey investigating the issue of
a possible divide in terms of motivation for staying in
touch are related to nationality and whether or not the
student has travelled and here the results are very interesting. While as many as 56 out of 211 Norwegians
state that they are not interested in staying in touch, only
2 Tanzanians, 17 Ugandans and 9 Kenyans, a total of 28
out of 278 African students are of the same opinion. Therefore, the findings show that, from a Norwegian perspective, the main reason given for not staying in touch
is a lack of interest. In East Africa, on the other hand,
very few students responded in the same way, showing
that it is not lack of personal motivation, which hinders
contact, rather the fact that access to the Internet, is
both restricted as well as expensive.
The optional open response section, however, suggests
that the findings are more nuanced than they seem. Even
though more than a quarter of the Norwegian students
stated that they were not interested in staying in touch,
the comments from the open response section shows
that many Norwegians claim not to know the students
from their exchange school. As many as 40 comments
were related to limited or no contact. A reasonable
explanation may be a lack of involvement and communication in some of the Norwegian partner schools, as
a very high number of students have had limited or no
contact with visiting exchange students from Africa and,

indeed, quite a few of them did not even know of the
existence of the programme.
As a conclusion, our assumption of different motivation for staying in touch may only be partly supported, as
the supposed lack of interest among students in Norway
may be related to poor communication and knowledge
about the exchange programme in some Norwegian
schools and not entirely to lack of interest. From an African perspective, the limited or restricted access to digital media, as well as high costs are factors that seem to
far outweigh any lack of interest or motivation in terms
of staying in touch with Norwegian students.
DIGITAL FOUNDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE?
Students from the South participating in the survey have
been among the fortunate ones to see the results of
UN’s Millennium goal efforts. Through access to secondary education, they have laid the foundations for future
personal achievements as well as for their society as
a whole. During the actual exchanges, the youth in the
North and in the South are encouraged to participate
actively in their community, sharing their knowledge of
globally sustainable development and encouraging critical reflection on the causes of inequalities within global
resources and political power.
Our empirical investigation of motives for use and access
to ICT in the global North and South suggests that
different aspects of the digital divide exist to different
degrees within and between the countries analyzed.
While children and youth who have grown up in the
global North over the past few decades have become
“digital natives”, the young generations in developing
societies are only just on the cusp of entering the same
phase.
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The history of Friendship North/South
began long before the organization’s
birth. What has characterized the four
decades through which this movement
has evolved?
I have tried to summarize four decades in four pages – it
will necessarily be superficial. Within the history of Friendship North/South lie in fact thousands of stories. For
each letter on these pages, there is a South African pupil,
a Norwegian fireman, a Lebanese headmaster, a Mayan
housewife, a Kenyan dancer, a Palestinian architect or a
Ugandan young entrepreneur, who have had their lives
changed and also changed the lives of others through the
cross-cultural friendship cooperation.

The long and winding road...

THE 1980S: FROM CHARITY TO JUSTICE
After a growing awareness of global issues in the 70’s,
the international development cooperation in the 80’s
can, from an average Norwegian perspective, be described as the decade of shocking headlines. There were reports of famine in Africa, the Structural Adjustment Programs of the World Bank and a somewhat naïve, though
warm-hearted engagement among the population in the
western world, for the people in the global south. We
sang “We are the world” and “Do they know it’s Christmas”, we sent money to aid agencies and hoped that the
World Bank knew what they were doing.
Through the decade, an increasing number of people
started to question these simple recipes, and asked for
more complex explanations and more holistic solutions,
which the people themselves wanted to be a part of. The
“one size fits all” approach to development in highly different countries, and the lack of people’s participation in
the development processes met increasing opposition
and critique among the development organizations and
grassroots movements in both the north and the south.
Motivated by the slogan “from charity to justice” and inspired by a few local communities in other parts of Europe, several aid workers became agents of a broader
contact between their host town in Africa, Asia and Latin
America and their hometown in Norway, and little by little, a number of twin town projects grew forth during the
1980s. The first registered Norwegian friendship cooperation was the one between Kristiansand and Rajshahi
(Bangladesh), established as early as in 1980.
The first Norwegian NGO to address this new form of development cooperation was Future in our hands (FIOH).
They launched the idea of “development aid from local
community to local community” and encouraged their local member groups throughout Norway to establish such
links to give their local environmental activities an inter-

The long and winding road
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By Ragnhild Olaussen
Former Managing Director of Friendship North/South

national dimension. They also made files of the existing
Norwegian twin town projects, established a working
group inside FIOH and developed manuals for schools
and communities on how to establish friendship links
with partners in the south.
A NEED FOR A COORDINATING OFFICE
Another Norwegian NGO, “The Royal Norwegian Society for Development” (Det kgl. Selskap for Norges Vel)
came along, and together with the Rajshahi committee
in Kristiansand they produced a report documenting the
occurrence of twin town projects with “the third world” in
Norway. The report concluded that Norad should finance
the establishment of a secretariat to support and coordinate the Norwegian twin town initiatives. Norad did not
approve of the idea, and responded that the NGOs rather
should try to coordinate such follow-up activities among
themselves.
FIOH then undertook the task to explore more in depth
the potential for such a coordination office among the
development NGOs in Norway. This resulted, in 1985, in
a joint application to Norad from 21 NGOs for the funding of a secretariat for friendship town coordination and
information. Still, Norad was not enthusiastic about the
idea, and the application was never answered. Consequently, the interest among the 21 national NGOs faded.
Among the local friendship communities, however, the
urge for a hub for exchange of ideas and best practices
continued to flourish and in 1987, the newly established
friendship committees Fredrikstad-San Martin and Kråkerøy-Patzun (both Guatemala) initiated the first national
conference on local community development cooperation “Close contact with the third world”. Now the issue of
a coordinating office became a topic once again, and the
Minister for Development Aid, Vesla Vetlesen, who attended the conference, indicated that the Ministry was aware
of the potential significance of locally based development
cooperation and the need for a coordinating secretariat.
A new Minister for Development Aid, Kirsti Kolle Grøndal,
repeated the message the following year at the second
national conference hosted by Stavanger. A reference
group was appointed with the mandate to prepare for the
establishment of such a secretariat in dialogue with potential host NGOs, and with the funding from the Ministry
for Development Aid. The reference group consisted of
representatives from four local friendship committees:
Paul Henriksen (Fredrikstad - San Martin), Hans Petter
Mjølund (Rajshahi-komiteen i Kristiansand), Ida Garløv (Vennskapsbyprosjektet i Stavanger), Anne Ramleth
(Greverud skole - Thanapara, Bangladesh). Paul Henriksen and Mads Nakkerud (FIOH) constituted a working
committee for the group.
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PLAYING THE CARDS RIGHT
As the Ministry for Development Aid announced their
intention of funding a coordinating secretariat, various NGOs “jumped back on the train”, among them the
Norwegian Association for Local Authorities (Kommunenes Sentralforbund, KS), the UN Association of Norway
(FN-sambandet) and The Nordic Association (Foreningen
Norden). KS contacted the Minister directly expressing
their interest in hosting the secretariat, which on very
short notice resulted in an instruction from the Ministry
for Norad to make an agreement with KS on the issue.
Meanwhile, a certain fear had arisen among the interim
committee members that KS might spend the grant on
purposes other than the ones formulated by the Stavanger assembly. Through dialogue with different organizations, the interim committee felt unsure of KS’ intentions
of hosting a secretariat within their own organization.
The then executive officer in Norad responsible for establishing an agreement with KS on a one week notice, Egil
Magne Hovdenak (now 89) still remembers the process,
and describes the situation as a controversial case. “KS
contacted the Minister directly, which was not in line with
procedures”, Hovdenak recalls. Norad, who was the responsible Directorate for implementing the development
policies, was of the opinion that an organization without
an existing agreement would have to apply according
to the respective guidelines for this type of grants. The
case thus touched right upon the delicate lines of decision-making in the governmental system, as the Ministry
ordered the Directorate to establish an agreement with
an organization independently of the guidelines for the
specific grant. According to Hovdenak, the best solution
would be to include the grant in the existing agreement
with the Norwegian Peace Corps Association (Norsk
Fredskorpssamband, FKS) and thereby secure development expertise.
A GENIUS MANEUVER
Though Norad disagreed with the Ministry, they had to
follow orders. Mads Nakkerud describes Hovdenak’s
handling of the case as crucial for the subsequent establishment of Friendship North/South. “Instead of making
direct contact with the KS management, Hovdenak in
January 1990 sent the ordinary guidelines and application form to KS’ general postal address, asking them to
return budgets and action plans according to the guidelines, possibly foreseeing that the letter might not be
related to the contact between the KS direction and the
Minister”. In this case he was right, as KS never responded to the inquiry, and Hovdenak later put forth
the proposal of placing the secretariat in FKS, as part of
their existing agreement. This was approved by the director in Norad, and the Ministry was routinely informed.
According to Nakkerud, Hovdenak in a genius way thus
acted correctly, though contrary to the message from the
Minister, which was based on lobbying from KS.
Though the interim resource group appointed in Stavanger had rather hoped for a more independent position for
the new coordinating secretariat, they did not have much
choice but to accept the FKS solution.
Later the same year, on September 24th 1990, delegates

from Norwegian local communities gathered in Kristiansand, hosted by the Rajshahi committee, and Friendship North/South was founded as a national association
of local communities in Norway involved in friendship
cooperation with communities in developing countries.
THE 1990S: BECOMING AUTONOMOUS
In its first years, the newborn organization functioned
in practice as a project within FKS, who’s willingness
to host the secretariat was crucial in the establishment
of a foundation for the growth of Friendship North/South.
This solution was also fortunate for FKS who at that
time was becoming less relevant because of changes
in the Norwegian Peace Corps, and a twin-town coordination secretariat represented a new pillar for FKS. The
Friendship North/South secretary Tor-Henrik Andersen
and the board elected in the Kristiansand assembly,
worked systematically towards a more independent
status; Friendship North/South established its own logo
and newsletter, and Andersen worked closely with Norad
to negotiate a separate agreement for Friendship North/
South. According to Andersen, the security that the presence of two large national NGOs in the board, Norwegian
Church Aid and the Norwegian UN Association, represented, together with the approval of a separate Norad
grant, made the separation from FKS possible. However,
the secession did not go through without controversy.
Within the FKS there was strong opposition against
Friendship North/South’s independence. They saw that
the friendship cooperation movement was growing while
the traditional Peace Corps activity was decreasing;
making the separation a difficult process.
Friendship North/South now started to grow as an
autonomous organization, and under the leadership of
Kristin Kranstad, a professional organizational infrastructure came into place, and Friendship North/South
became a reputable partner for Norad in supporting local
community development cooperation.
LOCAL AGENDA 21
During these years, the world community began to address the coherence between development, environment
and peace and conflict, and the UN charter Agenda 21
from 1992 included a chapter focusing on the role of local authorities in reaching a sustainable development. In
Norway, the Local Agenda 21 was implemented in most
municipalities from the end of the 1990s. This comprised
a platform for establishing friendship links with communities in the south, and in the following years more than
200 new friendship links came to exist between municipalities, local organizations, schools, kindergartens, in
Norway and Latin America, Africa and Asia.
THE 2000S:
THE EMERGENCE OF AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
The massive interest in local community development
cooperation was reflected in Norad’s willingness to finance such activities. As Friendship North/South grew,
both in members, budgets and number of employees,
during the first decade of the new millennium, Friendship North/South experienced its golden age.

“25 years of reciprocity, equality, development,
participation – and friendship”
25

The establishment of the Elimu School Exchange Program,
which Friendship North/South took over when FKS was
dissolved, aimed exclusively at student exchanges between secondary schools. This led to discontent among
the traditional local community groups , as they experienced a lack of substantial funding for their voluntary
and community based friendship cooperation. The secretariat, led by Ole Bjørn Ileby, worked intensively for
the authorities acknowledgement of local community development cooperation as a natural part of their Norwegian development strategies. In less than one year Friendship North/South attained two important milestones;
the establishment of the Cultural Program and the Spor
Youth Exchange Program, funded by Norad and FK (The
New Norwegian Peace Corps) respectively. Friendship
North/South was now considered a significant development actor, and one of the few organizations who managed to mobilize the grassroots and district communities
around practical and voluntary development cooperation.
At its peak, the pillars that Friendship North/South leaned on were The Elimu School Exchange Program, The
Cultural Program, The Information Grant, Spor Youth
Exchange, and for two years Friendship North/South was
a partner with FK Norway in the latter’s effort to build a
Norwegian network.
REGIONAL NETWORKS
Having reached a satisfactory size considering members,
budgets, programs and employees, Friendship North/
South now started to develop more qualitatively. It became clear that an organization whose principal fundament was reciprocity, equality and participation could not
continue without an increased involvement of the south
partners in the organizational activities.
The members, the board and the secretariat started
a strategic work to create denser regional networks
of friendship communities and schools, and to involve
the south partners more systematically in the development of the organization. Several regional conferences
were organized, in East Africa, South Africa and Central
America. While the Norwegian friendship communities had met at conferences every second year since the
establishment of the organization, representatives from
community groups in the south could finally meet each
other, after years of parallel bonds with their respective Norwegian twin-towns. As the friendship cooperation
differs substantially from traditional development aid,
the opportunity of exchanging ideas, experiences and
best practices was of great value. For many south partners, experiences made by schools and communities
in their own region turned out to be even more relevant
than those of the Norwegian partners. Friendship North/
South established programs for south-south exchanges to
complement the north-south development cooperation.
These programs became quite popular!
During these years Friendship North/South in Norway
established a close cooperation with the NGOs Fundated
in Guatemala and Flame Tree Media Trust in Tanzania,
and the further strategic development of the organization and the programs was debated and partly formed in
the regional Resource Groups in East Africa, South Africa
and Central America respectively. Little by little, the

organizational structure of Friendship North/South evolved from being a Norwegian “umbrella organization”
with parallel bonds out to partners in the south, to becoming an organic network of partners on four continents.
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
The youth programs Elimu and Spor both gave a new
dimension to the development cooperation, and many
of the most impacting results in the history of Friendship North/South occurred due to the youth involvement
in the linking. Through the youth programs, Friendship
North/South developed arenas for youth involvement and
empowerment, and the Youth Empowerment Assembly,
YEA, has been arranged every fourth year since 2004. The
youth network Amigos Peku-Peku reached across three
continents, based mainly in Guatemala, Tanzania and
Norway, aiming at “fulfilling the potential of youth to be
change agents in their society”.
THE 2010S: FRIENDSHIP IN THE TIMES OF NEW
PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
Throughout the first decade of the 21st century, the terminology and language slowly changed within the fields
of development cooperation, as well as in all other parts
of the public sector. Words like output, outcome, indicators, result chain, cost efficiency, value for money, baseline, stakeholders, review and measure, sneaked into our
vocabulary while words like dignity, friendship, joy, change, solidarity, hope and dialogue, were considered too
soft to count. Friendship North/South met new demands
from the authorities to measure and document results
and effects, on individual and societal level, in the short
and the long term.
How should we measure the effect that friendship has on
a society? What was the exact value of a youth expressing that her life had been changed? How to quantify
cross-cultural understanding? The secretariat, the board and most of all the member groups and schools in
Norway and the partner countries, felt the frustration
when trying to fit what we knew about the true value of
the activities into square forms and tables. At the same
time, these demands forced all of us to investigate more
thoroughly the effects of our activities; and what we found was quite impressive. As it turned out, Friendship
North/South managed to document the huge effect in the
people, institutions and communities involved. Numerous reports, magazines, evaluations leave no doubt about
that! Despite this, half way into the current decade, new
priorities in the management of the Norwegian development cooperation has shown to make it more difficult for
local community development cooperation to fit in, and
as we speak Friendship North/South is facing quite uncertain prospects.
TO BE CONTINUED…
Though in these times of uncertainty, I conclude this résumé of four decades of people-to-people cooperation,
with the hopeful “to be continued….”, because people’s
true participation in development cooperation and the
building of global networks of friendship cannot be limited to historical remarks if we shall have any hope for a
peaceful, just and sustainable future.

TIMELINE

YEAR

WHAT HAPPENED

1979-80

Future in our hands (FIOH) encourages Norwegian local communities to establish contact with local 		
communities in the global south, through their newsletter Folkevett.

1980

First registered Norwegian friendship link was established between Kristiansand and Rajshahi,
Bangladesh.

1982

FIOH establishes a Twin Town group to collect and spread information about Norwegian twinning
with local communities in the south.

1982

Det kongelige selskap for Norges Vel, Norad and the Rajshahi committee in Kristiansand carries out
a survey among local initiatives. The Friendship cooperation of 8-10 local communities is documented

1984

NORAD invites Norwegian development NGOs to the launching of the survey report which documents 		
the need for a coordinating office for local development cooperation. FIOH is appointed to carry out a
research among the NGOs.

1985

On behalf of 21 NGOs, FIOH, applies to Norad for support in the establishment of “The Ideas Bank for 		
Local Levelopment Cooperation”. Norad never answers this application.

1983-1987

The neighbour communities Greåker, Fredrikstad and Kråkerøy establishes friendship cooperation
with schools and communities in El Salvador and Guatemala, and wishes to exchange experiences
with other local friendship communities in Norway.

1987

First local community conference in Norway on Friendship cooperation: “Close contact with the third 		
world”, hosted by the Fredrikstad friendship groups.

1988

Stavanger conference: “Close contact with the third world II”. Follow-up of the Fredrikstad conference. 		
Hosted by the Stavanger Friendship Town Project. 70 participants from several local communities in 		
Norway, development NGOs and the Norwegian Ministry for Aid and Development. FIOH Report
presented, describing the need for a national coordinating office for local development cooperation.
The Minister of Development Cooperation (Kirsti Kolle Grøndahl) supports the intention.

24.09.1990

Vennskap Nord/Sør is founded through its First General Assembly as part of the National conference
in Kristiansand.

1990

Norad supports the establishment of a secretariat for friendship cooperation, as part of the FKS
(NOK 300.000).

1994

Friendship North/South and Norad sign a cooperation agreement for the funding of an independent 		
secretariat, and administration of the Norad funding for local community development cooperation.

1999

The Elimu School Exchange Program is established.

2001

The Environmental Program: Spydspiss is established.

2003

The Cultural Program is established.

2003

Spor, FK Youth Exchange Program is established.

2005-2006

International Municipality Cooperation with FK Norway.

2010

The Local Community Program replaces the Cultural Program.

2015

The Local Community Program and the Elimu School Exchange Program merges into one program.
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